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Roy Wilkins Art - The Blue Bear

By Mr. Juan Parker - Insta @juantparker
Today we drew a portrait of Faith Ringgold. She is an artist and writer, best known for her narrative quilts. This was an excellent face drawing exercise that taught us how to properly size and place facial features. Various patterns and lines highlighted this wonderful close-up illustration.
Today we drew a portrait of Martin Luther King, Jr. He was one of the greatest civil rights leaders. This was an excellent exercise for drawing faces, understanding proportion, and learning how to correctly place facial features. We applied shading to create a more realistic illustration.
Today we learned about the legendary musician Sister Rosetta Tharpe. She is considered by many to be the "Godmother of Rock & Roll." Growing up, Tharpe was a musical prodigy. She was a gospel sensation who left a lasting impression on the music world. We produced this dynamic illustration to honor her.
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Today we learned about the powerful and inspiring life story of Olympian Wilma Rudolph. She faced many physical challenges during her childhood, but she overcame them to become an incredible athlete. She went on to win multiple Olympic medals. Our fantastic portrait captures her Olympic spirit.
In keeping with the holiday season, we drew this Kwanzaa candle holder. This was a very detailed composition featuring many eye-catching elements. A patterned, decorative border framed our illuminated candle holder. Brightly lit flames radiated from the evenly-placed candles.
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